Digital Image from Internet

"A digital image is any picture that can be viewed electronically by a computer or digital device."

**FORMAT:**

| Title of image or your own description of the image. Digital image. |
| Title of the website where it was published (not google!). Date it was published (if you know it). URL. |


Note: When the image does not have a title assigned, use your own description of the image in the place of the title.

Image on Display in a Gallery

**FORMAT:**

| Creator's Last Name, First Name or Initial (if available). Title of Work. Date of work (year), Name of Gallery, Location (City). |


Note: If information is not available, continue with the next item required.
Images in Books

**FORMAT:**

Creator of the Image (Last Name, First Name or Initial). *Title of the Image*. Date of Work, Name of Gallery, Location (City). *Title of the Book*, Editor(s) of Book (if applicable), Publisher of Book, Date of Publication, page or plate #.


Note: If information is not available, continue with the next item required.

Review all the General Rules that appear on the “Citing Resources - MLA style” page.